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ABSTRACT

Derailer is an interactive tool for finding security bugs in web applications. Using symbolic execution, it enumerates the ways in which application data might be exposed. The user is asked to examine these exposures and classify the conditions under which they occur as security-related or not; in so doing, the user effectively constructs a specification of the application’s security policy. The tool then highlights exposures missing security checks, which tend to be security bugs.

We have tested Derailer’s scalability on several large open-source Ruby on Rails applications. We have also applied it to a large number of student projects (designed with different security policies in mind), exposing a variety of security bugs that eluded human reviewers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verification
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1. INTRODUCTION

The web is fast becoming the most popular platform for application programming, but web applications continue to be prone to security bugs. Web apps are often implemented in dynamic languages, using relatively fragile frameworks based on metaprogramming. Most importantly, security policies themselves tend to be ad hoc, and many security bugs are the result of programmers simply forgetting to include vital security checks.

We propose a solution that avoids the need for new frameworks or specifications. Instead, it uses a combination of symbolic evaluation and user interaction to help the programmer discover mistakes.
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This particular combination is motivated by two hypotheses. First, web applications differ from traditional programs in ways that improve the scalability of symbolic execution. In particular, web applications typically use fewer loops and simpler branching structures than traditional programs, minimizing the exponential behavior of symbolic execution. Second, security policies tend to be uniform: sensitive data is usually subject to security checks everywhere it is used, so an access that is missing one of those checks is likely to be a mistake.

Our approach considers web applications that accept requests and respond with sets of resources obtained by querying the database. Each response is characterized by the path through the database leading to the resource, and the control flow of the application’s code imposes a set of constraints under which a particular resource is exposed to a client. We call the combination of a path and a set of constraints an exposure.

An automatic strategy for finding security bugs might enforce that all exposures with the same path also share the same set of constraints; if a security check is forgotten, a constraint will be missing. But many constraints—like those used to filter sets of results for pagination—have nothing to do with security, and would cause an automatic strategy to report many false positives.

Our approach therefore asks the user to separate constraints into those representing security checks and those that are not security-related. In making this separation, the user effectively constructs a specification of the desired security policy—but by selecting examples, rather than writing a specification manually. Our tool makes this process easy, allowing the user to drag-and-drop constraints to build the policy. The tool then highlights exposures missing a constraint from the security policy—precisely those that might represent security bugs.

We have built a prototype tool implementing our proposed approach. Called Derailer, it performs symbolic execution of a Ruby on Rails application to produce a set of exposures. Derailer’s symbolic execution is based on Rubicon [17], a tool we previously built for specifying and checking security properties of Rails applications. Rubicon was effective at checking security policies, but our experience suggested that completely specifying a security policy is difficult. Derailer is therefore motivated by the desire to find security problems without requiring an explicit written specification.

1 available for download at http://people.csail.mit.edu/jnear/derailer
We evaluated Derailer on five open-source Rails applications and 127 student projects. The largest of the open-source applications, Diaspora, has more than 40k lines of code, and our analysis ran in 112 seconds. The student projects were taken from an access-control assignment in a web application design course at MIT. Derailer found bugs in over half of these projects; about half of those bugs were missed during manual grading. The bugs we found supported our hypothesis: most bugs were the result of either a failure to consider alternate access paths to sensitive data, or forgotten access control checks.

The contributions of this paper include:

- A lightweight scheme for detecting security vulnerabilities in web applications, which involves (1) constructing an abstraction of an application’s behavior that indexes the constraints under which resources can be accessed by access path and action, (2) asking a user to identify which constraints are security related, and (3) displaying discrepancies that show cases in which the same resource is guarded inconsistently across different actions.
- Derailer, an implementation of this analysis for Ruby on Rails applications with an interactive interface for interpreting its results.
- Two case studies, providing evidence that Derailer scales to real-world applications, and the other indicating that Derailer is helpful in finding security bugs.
- A lightweight static analysis, based on our previous work, that enumerates the ways in which data can flow from the database to rendered pages in a web application.

Section 2 introduces our approach by describing the use of Derailer to discover a security bug in an example application. Section 3 formalizes our analysis, while Section 4 contains details of Derailer’s implementation. Section 5 contains our case studies evaluating Derailer’s scalability and effectiveness, and Section 6 discusses related work. Finally, Section 7 relates some conclusions.

2. USING DERAILER

Derailer uses an automatic static analysis to produce an interactive visual representation of the exposures produced by a Ruby on Rails web application. The tool displays the constraints associated with each exposure, and allows the user to separate the security-related ones from those unrelated to security. Then, Derailer highlights inconsistencies in the implemented security policy by displaying exposures lacking some security-related constraints.

To see how this works, consider the controller code in Figure 1, taken from a student project. The application’s purpose is to allow users to create “note” objects and share them with other users; users should not be able to view notes whose creators have not given them permission. This code, however, has a security bug: the “index” action correctly builds a list of notes the current user has permission to view, but the “show” action displays a requested note without checking its permissions (line 11). The application’s programmer assumed that users would follow links from the index page—which does correctly enforce access control—to view notes, and neglected the case in which the user requests a specific note directly using the “show” action.

Figure 2 contains a sequence of screenshots demonstrating the use of Derailer to find this security bug. In shot (1), the user has expanded the “Note” node, which represents the note resource type, and then the “{note: Note | note.id in params[id]} | content” node, which is a resource path rooted at the note type, representing a note’s contents. The “User” node represents the programmer-defined user resource, while “session” and “env” are system-defined resource types containing information about the current session and configuration environment.

Then, in shot (2), the user picks the “index” action from the list of actions resulting in that exposure. When an action is selected, the set of constraints governing the release of that data by that action is displayed in the Constraints area. In this case, the displayed constraint is “note.user == current_user or note.permissions.find_by_user_id (current_user.id),” which says that the currently logged-in user must either be the creator of or have permission to view all visible notes. The user drags security-related constraints to the Filtered Constraints area, which will eventually contain the complete security policy of the application.

Dragging constraints to the Filtered Constraints area causes the nodes subject to those constraints to disappear, as in shot (3). Once the Filtered Constraints area contains all security-related constraints, remaining exposures of sensitive information represent inconsistencies in the implemented security policies, and are likely to be bugs. In shot (4), the “show” action remains, despite the filtered constraint; selecting it, the user discovers that it is not subject to any constraints at all.

We took the approach described in this section in using Derailer to analyze 127 similar student projects from the same course, and found bugs in nearly half of them. The results of that experiment are described in Section 5.

3. MODEL

This section explains the fundamental model that underlies our approach. The model is important for several reasons. First, understanding the model is a prerequisite to
(1) The user has expanded the Note node and its child node representing the note’s content, since this node represents sensitive data.

(2) The user has selected the NotesController / index action, which can result in a note’s content appearing on a page. A constraint representing the security policy on a note’s content appears in the Constraints area.

(3) The user has dragged the constraint that appears into the Filtered Constraints area. The NotesController / index action disappears, because it is subject to a filtered constraint.

(4) The user has selected the remaining action, which remains visible because it is not subject to the filtered constraint. In fact, it is not subject to any constraints at all. This represents a security bug in the application.

Figure 2: Example Bug-finding Session using Derailer
understanding the results the tool produces. Second, the model is the basis of our implementation strategy, and informs the assumptions made in our implementation. Third, the model makes clear which aspects of web applications make this problem more tractable than it would be for arbitrary applications.

Clients issue requests that contain a binding of parameters to values, and a choice of action\(^2\):

\[
\text{sig Request} \{ \\
\quad \text{params: Param} \to \text{Value}, \\
\quad \text{action: Action}
\}
\]

There is no need to distinguish clients or represent client-side state (such as cookies), since the analysis must be conservative and assume the worst (e.g., that a client could manipulate a cookie). The model does not currently allow for access control through client-side certificates or reliance on signed cookies. The choice of HTTP method (e.g., GET or POST) need not be modeled, nor whether the request is synchronous or asynchronous, since these factors do not impact what we seek to analyze (namely what data is released in response to a query). Nor do we need to distinguish how the parameters are passed (in a form, query string, or JSON object, etc.); in Rails, and many other web frameworks, the request is accessed homogeneously through a single hashmap.

The response to a request is just a set of resources (to be elaborated shortly):

\[
\text{sig Response} \{ \\
\quad \text{resources: set Resource}
\}
\]

The internal state of the application is just a database mapping paths to resources:

\[
\text{sig Database} \{ \\
\quad \text{resources: DBPath} \to \text{Resource}
\}
\]

A path is an abstraction of a general database query, representing a navigation through the database’s tables using only the relational join. Such queries can be used to extract any resource the database contains, and filtered to contain only the desired results.

To represent these filters, we introduce constraints. A constraint has a left and right side, each of which may be a path, a parameter or a value, and a comparison operator:

\[
\text{sig Constraint} \{ \\
\quad \text{left, right: DBPath + Param + Value,} \\
\quad \text{operator: Operator}
\}
\]

(\(^2\)The model is given in Alloy [11]. For readers unfamiliar with Alloy, the following points may help. A signature (introduced by keyword \textit{sig}) introduces a set of objects; each field of a signature introduces a relation whose first column is the set associated with the signature, and whose remaining columns are as declared. Thus the declaration \textit{sig Request} \{ \text{params: Param} \to \text{Value} \} introduces a set Request (of request objects), and a ternary relation \textit{params} on the sets Request, Param and Value; this relation can viewed as a table with three columns. A tuple \(\langle r, p, v \rangle\) in this relation would indicate that in request \(r\), parameter \(p\) has value \(v\). Equivalently, the signature can be thought of as a class with the fields as instance variables; thus this field declaration introduces, for each request \(r\) a mapping \(r.\text{params}\) from parameters to values. Signature extension introduces subsets. Thus \textit{sig ValueResource extends Resource} \{ value: Value \} says that some resources are value resources, and introduces a relation called value from value resources to values. Equivalently, the subsignature can be viewed as if it were a subclass; thus a value resource \(vr\) has a value \(vr.\text{value}\).)

The behavior of an application can now be described in terms of two relations. Both involve a database (representing the pre-state, before execution of the action) and an incoming request. The first relates these to the resulting response, and the second to a database (representing the post-state, after execution of the action):

\[
\text{sig App} \{ \\
\quad \text{response: Database} \to \text{Response}, \\
\quad \text{update: Database} \to \text{Request} \to \text{Database}
\}
\]

An approximation to this behavior is inferred by static analysis of the code, and consists of a set of “exposures” of resources, with an exposure consisting of a path, an action, and a set of constraints:

\[
\text{sig Exposure} \{ \\
\quad \text{path: DBPath,} \\
\quad \text{action: Action,} \\
\quad \text{constraints: set Constraint}
\}
\]

The presence of an exposure in the report means that a set of resources might be exposed under the given constraints.

Example. The exposure with path \textit{User.notes.content}, action update, and constraints \textit{User.notes.title = notetitle} and \textit{User.notes.owner = session.user} would represent the set of content strings that might be exposed when the update action is executed. The constraints limit the notes to those with a title matching the \textit{notetitle} parameter and that are owned by the currently logged-in user. The set of notes \textit{u.notes} associated with a user \textit{u} need not, of course, have \textit{u} as their owner; a constraint such as the one we have here would typically be used to ensure that while a user can read notes shared by others, she can only modify notes she owns.

3.1 Analysis

Our analysis uses the application’s code to obtain a set of exposures. More precisely, it produces a superset of the exposures for which some concrete database and request exists such that the application produces the concrete results represented by the exposure.

\[
\text{fun symbolic_analysis} \text{[app: App]} \{ \\
\quad \text{set Exposure} \{ \\
\quad\quad \text{e: Exposure} \} \\
\quad \text{fun some db: Database, request: Request} \{ \\
\quad\quad \text{db. resources[e.path] in app.response[db, request]. resources} \\
\quad\quad \text{request.action = e.action} \\
\quad\quad\text{e.constraints = \{ c: Constraint | holds[\text{c, app}] \}}
\}
\}
\]

This specification says that for each exposure, some concrete database and request exist such that (1) the application responds with the same resource as specified by the exposure, (2) the exposure’s action matches that of the request, and (3) the constraints associated with the exposure are those enforced by the application’s code. Our model
does not define the holds predicate, since it depends on the semantics of the application’s implementation language and on the particular representation of constraints. Symbolic execution satisfies this specification, since it uses the application code directly to build the set of exposed resources and the constraints associated with them.

3.2 Filtering

Our approach uses interaction with the user to build the desired security policy and discover exposures that do not obey it. We allow the user to choose a set of constraints representing a candidate security policy and filter the set of exposures based on those constraints. The result is exactly the set of exposures missing one of the filtered constraints—in other words, exposures for which a security check is missing.

```ruby
fun filter [es : set Exposure,]
|{e : exposure |
  some c : cs | c in e : constraints}
}
```

Our implementation satisfies this specification by simply comparing each exposure’s constraints against the filtered set, and displaying those exposures missing a constraint from that set.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

Derailer is implemented as a library for Ruby. Derailer enumerates the application’s actions, runs each one symbolically to obtain a set of exposures, and organizes the exposures for presentation to the user.

Rather than implement a standalone symbolic evaluator—a difficult task for a large, under-specified, dynamic environment like Rails—we hijacked the existing Ruby runtime to do symbolic execution. Derailer uses Ruby’s metaprogramming features to wrap the standard libraries of Ruby and Rails in a thin layer that allows the existing code to compute with symbolic values.

We pioneered this technique in our previous work on Rubicon [17], which performed bounded verification of user-defined properties on Rails applications. A more detailed description of our symbolic evaluator is available as part of our implementation language and a proof that our technique produces the same results as the standard approach to symbolic execution, is available in [18].

For completeness, we present a brief explanation of our approach to symbolic execution, with a focus on the strategy Derailer uses to explore all possible page requests and extract the resulting exposures.

4.1 Symbolic Values

To add symbolic values to Ruby, we define a class of symbolic objects to represent the paths and constraints of Section 3.

```ruby
class SymbolicObject
  def method_missing(meth, *args)
    Exp.new(meth, [self] + args)
  end
end
```

These objects use Ruby’s method_missing feature to return new symbolic objects whenever methods are invoked on them.

```ruby
x = SymbolicObject.new
y = SymbolicObject.new
x.foo(y)
⇒ Exp(foo, [x, y])
```

```ruby
x + y == y + x
⇒ Exp(==, [Exp(+, [x, y]), Exp(+, [y, x])])
```

Code rewriting. When a conditional expression depends on a symbolic value, symbolic execution requires that we execute both branches of the conditional and record both possible results. Unfortunately, Ruby does not allow the programmer to attach special behavior to conditionals, so Derailer rewrites the application’s code, transforming if expressions into calls to Derailer’s own definition.

```ruby
x = SymbolicObject.new
if x.even? then
  (x+1).odd?
end
⇒ Exp(if, [Exp(even?, [x]), Exp(odd?, [Exp(+, [x, 1])])])
```

Side effects. To support side effects, our symbolic evaluator must consider the fact that both branches of a conditional may contain updates to the same variable. As such, our strategy for executing conditionals must split the current state and save both results. The new definition of if introduced in our code rewriting performs this step, splitting the current state and recording the side effects of each branch separately. It uses a Choice object to record the path constraint causing the split and the results of both branches.

```ruby
x = SymbolicObject.new
if x.even? then x = 1
  else x = 2
end
x
⇒ Choice(Exp(even?, [x]), 1, 2)
```

4.2 Rails

Figure 3 summarizes Derailer’s symbolic execution architecture. Derailer enumerates the actions defined by the application; for each one, Derailer constructs a symbolic request and runs the action symbolically. The set of symbolic objects present on the resulting rendered pages is the set of possible exposures for that action, which Derailer normalizes and groups by resource type.

Wrapping ActiveRecord. Rails applications interact with the database through ActiveRecord, an object-relational mapper. ActiveRecord provides methods like “find” and “all” to query the database. Given a “User” class extending ActiveRecord, the following code finds users with the name “Joe.”
Rails is large and complicated. The Rails framework is notoriously complicated—for many years, it was compatible only with the standard MRI Ruby interpreter due to its use of undocumented features. This provided the strongest motivation for implementing our symbolic evaluator as a Ruby library. It allows some code, such as Rails’s configuration code, to be run concretely, and at full speed. In addition, using the standard Ruby interpreter gives us confidence that Derailer is faithful to the semantics of Ruby and Rails, since it runs the actual implementations of both.

Ruby does not allow the redefinition of conditionals. Ruby provides facilities for metaprogramming, but they are limited. When a conditional expression depends on a symbolic value, symbolic execution requires that we execute both branches, but Ruby does not allow the programmer to attach special behavior to conditionals. Derailer rewrites the application’s code, transforming if expressions into calls to Derailer code that runs both branches. This can result in the exponential blowup characteristic of symbolic execution, so Derailer executes only the appropriate branch when a conditional’s condition is concrete.

Rails plugins use metaprogramming. Rails plugins are extra libraries that can be included in applications to provide additional functionality. The CanCan plugin, for example, provides user authentication and access control—features not built into Rails. Unfortunately, the use of metaprogramming in plugins often conflicts with our own use of the same technique. CanCan, for example, replaces many of ActiveRecord’s query methods with versions that perform security checks. Since Derailer’s versions of the same methods are essentially specifications of the default Rails behavior, Derailer’s replacement methods eliminate the extra security checks introduced by CanCan.

Our solution is to allow Derailer’s specifications to be extended to match the functionality added by plugins. Using this technique, adding CanCan’s security checks is accomplished in just a few lines of Ruby code.

Rendering makes it difficult to extract the set of symbolic values the user will actually see. Rails’s rendering mechanism is complicated, so we prefer to run its implementation rather than specify its semantics manually; since the output of rendering is a string containing HTML, however, it is also difficult to reconstruct the set of symbolic values from the renderers output.

Our solution assumes that the set of objects receiving the to_s method—which converts an object into a string—during rendering is exactly the set of objects appearing on the resulting page. This is a conservative assumption, since while a template may convert an object into a string and then discard it (a situation we have yet to encounter in practice), Rails always calls to_s on objects appearing in templates. Under this assumption, we modify the to_s method of symbolic values so that each value keeps track of whether or not it has been converted into a string, and run Rails’s renderer unmodified. After rendering has finished, Derailer collects the set of symbolic values that have been converted to strings, and returns them as the set of results.

4.3 Challenges

Both the dynamic nature of Ruby and the size of the Rails library pose significant challenges to standard symbolic execution strategies. These challenges motivated our unique solution.

4.4 Assumptions & Limitations

Our strategy for symbolic execution relies on several assumptions. While we consider these assumptions reasonable, some of them do imply corresponding limitations of our analysis.
Derailer assumes that to_s is called on exposed objects. But since the Rails rendering engine calls to_s automatically on every object that appears in a template, we consider this a reasonable assumption.

Derailer doesn’t handle symbolic string manipulation. Derailer records manipulations performed on symbolic strings, but cannot solve them. Fortunately, Rails applications tend to perform few string manipulations, especially on objects drawn from the database, and almost never base control flow on the results of those manipulations. We have therefore not found Derailer’s inability to solve string manipulation constraints to be a problem in practice.

Derailer assumes that all actions are reachable. Rails uses routes to define the mapping between URLs and actions. Derailer ignores routes and simply analyzes all actions defined by the application. This strategy is an over-approximation: it is possible for an action to exist without a corresponding route, making the action dead code. But the converse is not true: it is impossible for Derailer to miss an exposure by ignoring some code that is actually live—Derailer simply analyzes all the code.

Derailer’s filtering assumes that logically equivalent constraints are syntactically equal. Determining logical equivalence is a difficult problem. Fortunately, Rails applications tend to focus on querying the database and formatting the results—they typically do not perform complex arithmetic or string operations—so normalization of database queries is usually enough to make logically equivalent constraints also syntactically equal. And like the other assumptions, this one is conservative: if the user filters based on a constraint that is logically equivalent but not syntactically equal to another one, the associated exposure will be highlighted as not satisfying the desired security policy—so it is impossible to miss a security bug due to this assumption.

Derailer assumes that the application under analysis uses ActiveRecord. Derailer wraps the ActiveRecord API to make database queries symbolic, but an application that uses a different method to make database queries may bypass this wrapping. The application may therefore have access to concrete database data during analysis, meaning the results will not generalize to all database values. But since Derailer is intended for use by an application’s developer, we assume that he or she will know whether or not the application uses a database API other than ActiveRecord—and if so, Derailer has a simple mechanism to provide a specification of that API.

5. EVALUATION

In evaluating Derailer, we sought answers to two basic questions:

Does Derailer’s analysis scale to real-world applications? To answer this question, the authors ran Derailer on five popular open-source Rails applications. Since all applications are well-tested and we do not know their intended security policies, we did not expect to find bugs. The results show that Derailer’s analysis scales to even quite large real-world Rails applications.

Is Derailer useful in finding security bugs? To answer this question, the authors used Derailer to examine 127 student assignments from a web application design course at MIT. The assignment was open-ended, so the applications had similar, but not identical, intended security policies. The results show that Derailer was able to highlight significantly more security bugs than were found by the course’s teaching assistants during grading.

5.1 Scalability

We tested Derailer’s scalability on five open-source web applications:

- Redmine, a content-management system
- Fat Free CRM, a customer-relationship management system
- Diaspora, a social networking platform
- Amahi, a personal media server
- Selfstarter, a crowdfunding platform

The results are summarized in Figure 4. All analyses finished in less than two minutes, even in the case of Diaspora, which has more than 40,000 lines of code.

All five applications are popular and mature. The Diaspora project, for example, has been in development for more than three years, has more than 250 contributors, and has addressed more than 4000 filed bugs. As such, we did not expect to discover security bugs in these applications.

However, we did find one bug in Diaspora—a situation that causes a crash when the current user is not a friend of the owner of a requested piece of data. If the bug causing the crash were fixed, a security bug would remain: the sensitive data would be visible to the non-friend.

The larger open-source applications produced many exposures—more than 3000, in the case of Diaspora. The relatively small number of constraints, however, made constraint filtering effective. Filtering by a single constraint often resulted in a huge reduction in the number of visible paths, since so many paths share some common constraints. The large ratio of paths to constraints supports our hypothesis that applications typically access data in only a small number of consistent ways.

5.2 Bug-Finding

To evaluate Derailer’s ability to find security bugs, we applied it to 127 student assignments from 6.170, a web application design course at MIT. The course teaches design principles and implementation strategies, and evaluates students on a series of open-ended projects in which students

\footnote{http://stellar.mit.edu/S/course/6/fa13/6.170/}
implement actual applications. Students are taught and expected to use Rails, and one of the topics covered is security.

The project asks students to implement access control for a “Notes” application, which allows users to log in, write short textual posts, and share them with others. The assignment requirements are purposefully vague: students are expected both to design a security policy and to implement that policy. Each assignment must therefore be graded against its own intended security policy, making it impossible to write a single specification for all assignments. The existing grading process consists of a teaching assistant running the application and experimenting with its capabilities in a browser, along with extensive code review. The teaching assistants estimated that they spent an average of 30 minutes grading each project.

The first author, who was not a teaching assistant for this course, used Derailer to evaluate all 127 student submissions for this assignment. We used the constraints present on Note accesses to infer the security policy the student intended to implement, and then we looked for situations in which those constraints were not applied. Our goal was not to evaluate the policies the students had chosen—though we found some that did not seem reasonable—but rather to determine whether or not the students correctly implemented those policies. These are the kind of bugs Derailer is intended to find: situations in which the programmer has simply forgotten to enforce the intended security policy.

It took about five minutes per student submission to interpret the results of Derailer’s analysis. For most projects, we were able to determine the intended security policy after examining only one or two exposures; we spent roughly a minute assembling constraints into a description of that policy, and then another couple of minutes to decide whether the highlighted exposures were security bugs. Since Derailer points directly to the action responsible for each exposure, confirming each bug in the student’s code also took only a couple of minutes.

5.2.1 Results

Figure 8 contains information about our analysis, including average, minimums, and maximums for lines of source code, analysis time, number of exposures generated during analysis, and number of unique constraints applied to those exposures. Figure 6 contains a histogram of analysis times, showing that the vast majority of analyses took fewer than 10 seconds.

The average number of exposures generated by the analysis was 47. Projects with very few generated exposures were instances in which the student had not completed the project. Projects with a very large number of exposures—the maximum was 236—generally used many different ways to query the database for similar kinds of information. We found it easy to distinguish these cases, because the Rails API places heavy emphasis on making database queries human-readable.

The average number of unique constraints was only 12, and the average ratio of exposures to constraints was 3.1 (meaning that for each unique constraint, there were more than three exposures on average). Figure 7 contains a histogram showing that the majority of assignments had exposure-to-constraint ratios close to the average. While these ratios are lower than those for the open-source applications, they are still overwhelmingly greater than one, again supporting our hypothesis that similar data is accessed in similar ways.

5.2.2 Bugs Found

Figure 5 contains a summary of the bugs we found in student projects using Derailer. Roughly 20% of the students failed to complete the project (they did not implement access control). Another 65% did implement access control, but failed to implement a consistent security policy. In other
words, less than 15% of the student assignments were correct.

The most common issue seemed to be that students considered only the most common method of accessing a piece of data, and failed to consider other ways of accessing it. For example, many students correctly checked for permission when a user loads the “edit” page for a Note, but failed to check again when the user issues a POST request to the “update” action for that Note. Most of the time, users will issue the POST request only after loading the “edit” page, and so will be shown the “access denied” message instead of the editing form. However, a malicious user can construct a POST request directly to the “update” action, bypassing the security check. Since the student did not consider this access path, he or she did not secure it. Derailer is perfect for the security check. Since the student did not consider this issue when a user loads the “edit” page for a Note, but failed to check again when the user issues a POST request to the controller code.

For example, many students correctly checked for permissions data, and failed to consider other ways of accessing it. The second factor is more difficult to mitigate, because determining the prevalence of each type of security bug first requires that those bugs be found. Our experience teaching web application design, as well as the collective experience of the security community, seems to support the idea that the kind of bugs Derailer is designed to find are among the most common.

5.3 Threats to Validity

Internal Validity. Our experimental results may not support our findings for several reasons. If our analysis incorrectly skips some code or misses some constraints, then it might report incorrect results. If our timing strategy was not accurate, then our scalability results might be incorrect. And if we misinterpreted the analysis results, then the set of bugs reported might be incorrect. We mitigated these factors by testing our tool extensively on small applications with seeded bugs; by timing each scalability experiment three times; and by checking our interpretation of each bug in the student projects with the teaching assistant who graded it.

External Validity. Similarly, our findings may not generalize to real-world applications. If our assumptions about Rails applications—that they typically use ActiveRecord, have few branches, and iterate only over collections—do not hold, then our scalability results may not be indicative of Derailer’s real-world performance. If the types of security bugs that occur in the real world are not similar to the ones in our experimental subjects, then our tool may be less useful for those applications.

We have collected evidence to mitigate the first factor. We examined the 21 most-starred Rails projects on Github. We found that all 21 projects used ActiveRecord exclusively to access the database. And, in a combined 562,527 lines of Ruby code, these applications contain a total of just 36 loops—and more than half contain no loops at all. When Derailer’s analysis encounters a loop with a symbolic constraint, it unrolls the loop to the bound specified by the user and marks the resulting exposures for special review, so the user is unlikely to miss security bugs due to loops in controller code.

The second factor is more difficult to mitigate, because determining the prevalence of each type of security bug first requires that those bugs be found. Our experience teaching web application design, as well as the collective experience of the security community, seems to support the idea that the kind of bugs Derailer is designed to find are among the most common.

6. RELATED WORK

Derailer combines static analysis with human interaction to find security bugs. In this section, we discuss the related work in each of these areas, and compare Derailer to other existing solutions.

6.1 Interactive Analyses

We share the idea of using human insight as part of a semantic program analysis with Daikon [8] and DIDUCE [10], which use runtime traces to produce possible program invariants and ask the user to verify their correctness. Like Derailer, these tools do not require a specification. However, both systems rely on dynamic analysis (e.g. collecting traces during execution of a test suite) and therefore may miss uncommon cases. Derailer, by contrast, uses symbolic execution to ensure coverage.

Teoh et. al [25] apply a similar strategy to the problem of network intrusion detection, producing visual representations of the current state of the network. Over time, users of the tool learn to recognize normal network states by their visual representations, and can therefore quickly determine when an intrusion has occurred.

6.2 Automatic Anomaly Detection

In addition to producing candidate invariants, DIDUCE raises errors at runtime when these invariants are violated, allowing it to run in a completely unsupervised mode. This approach is a type of automatic anomaly detection—an area which has received much attention [3]. Most approaches to anomaly detection use machine learning techniques to learn the appearance of “normal operation,” and then use the resulting classifier to automatically find anomalies at runtime. These techniques have not often been applied to code, however, since software specifications are often specialized and difficult to learn.

It may be possible to use an automatic anomaly detection technique along with Derailer’s analysis to detect security problems without human input. However, anomaly detec-
tion techniques rely on a large training set of examples; often spread across many applications in the same domain; Derailer’s results, by contrast, usually contain only a handful of elements per data type, and since security policies are not common across applications, pooling results from many applications is not likely to be helpful.

6.3 Symbolic Evaluation

King [13] and Clarke [6] developed the first symbolic execution systems in 1976, and modern systems [2, 9, 12, 20, 22, 23] have been used to do many types of program analyses. Two notable examples are the symbolic extension of Java Pathfinder [12, 20], which has been used to analyze Java code used by NASA, and CUTE [23], a “concolic” testing tool for C that interleaves invocations of a symbolic and concrete execution.

The recent popularity of dynamic languages has lead to a number of tools for executing these languages symbolically: for example, Saxena et al. [22], Rozzle [7], and Kudzu [22] for Javascript, and Rubyx [4] for Ruby. In contrast to Derailer, all of these use standalone symbolic evaluators.

Like Derailer, Yang et. al [27] and Köskel et. al [14] both embed symbolic values in the host language—in this case, Scala—to enforce security policies and perform constraint programming, respectively. Both require that symbolic values interact only with a short list of “symbolic” library functions, however, and do not allow symbolic values to flow through arbitrary program code.

6.4 Static Analysis of Web Applications

Existing work on the application of static analysis to web applications focuses on modeling applications, and especially on building navigation models. Bordbar and Anastasakis [1], for example, model a user’s interaction with a web application using UML, and perform bounded verification of properties of that interaction by translating the UML model into Alloy using UML2Alloy; other approaches ([15, 21, 26]) perform similar tasks but provide less automation. Nijjar and Bultan [19] translate Rails data models into Alloy to find inconsistencies.

Techniques that do not require the programmer to build a model of the application tend to focus on the elimination of a certain class of bugs, rather than on full verification. Chiplapa’s Ur/Web [5] statically verifies user-defined security properties of web applications, and Chaudhuri and Foster [4] verify the absence of some particular security vulnerabilities for Rails applications.

At the same time, performing a symbolic evaluation on the code of a web application is challenging. Web frameworks such as Rails are elaborate and make extensive use of language and API features that are not always well defined. Execution begins with complex, system-wide configuration. To address these issues, we implemented a symbolic evaluator that runs the standard interpreter, intercepting calls to crucial interfaces (such as ActiveRecord) using method overriding. This not only simplified the task of handling a complex language and framework whose full formalization in a conventional symbolic evaluator would be burdensome, but also allows for hybrid evaluation, in which some aspects (notably configuration settings) are executed concretely.

The second hypothesis is that security policies tend to be highly uniform, and that many vulnerabilities result simply from failing to implement security checks consistently for different actions, formats, and so on. Our initial experiments seem to support this, with average ratios of exposures to constraints overwhelmingly greater than one.

The uniformity of security policies suggests that it would be profitable to pursue designs with a stronger separation of concerns, with policy more cleanly separated from functionality (and indeed this is the direction seen in many new developments, both in our own group [16] and elsewhere [24, 27], that allow policies to be expressed declaratively, in one place, and enforced globally). Such a move would of course make our analysis less useful, but this seems to us the inevitable push-pull between synthesis and analysis. We suspect that for a long time yet there will be systems that do not achieve such a separation that might benefit from the kind of analysis we have described here.

Our tool seems to strike a reasonable balance between automation and user intervention; as the case studies suggest, the burden on the user in identifying security-related constraints seems to be reasonable. Nevertheless, we are keen to try to automate the analysis fully, perhaps by identifying some reliable heuristics, or by incorporating some kind of machine learning. We also plan to look at other kinds of security problems, both static and dynamic, to see if the ideas we have explored might have broader application.
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